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Separate Dispatch & Invoice Consolidation Routine 

 

In Customer – Setup – Preferences, there is the option to either ‘Consolidate by Ship To’ or 

‘Consolidate Ignore Ship To’ 

Consolidate by Ship To: This means if there are multiple sales orders raised in the month 

with different ship to addresses, then for each ‘Ship To’ there will be one invoice generated. 

Consolidate Ignore Ship To: This means if there are multiple sales orders raised in the 

month with different ship to addresses, they can be consolidated onto 1 invoice. If this 

method is used the sales invoice generated will pull the Default Ship to Code onto the 

invoice that is created but the sales orders will remain as they originally were. 
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Against each customer record we have a custom field to decide if we consolidate invoices for 

this customer. If we don’t then it can be left blank or None.  

 

 

New menu options in customer called Confirm Pick & Dispatch, Void Confirm Pick & Dispatch 

and Invoice Dispatches. This would effectively replace the Existing Confirm Pick Routine.  
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Confirm Pick & Dispatch is similar to the normal confirm pick routine. A User should not use 

the normal Confirm Pick Routine as well as this routine. On tick and OK it will not create an 

invoice but do the following: 

Change the Sales Order Status to “Dispatched” 

Remove any Qty and Item lines not Allocated and Create BKO Back Order for these. 

1. Sales Order - Allows you to select one order at a time 

2. Exclude Customers on Credit Hold – If selected the will not display customers on 

stop so orders cannot be dispatched. 

3. Only show Carrier sent Orders – If using the ‘Carrier Integration’ Plugin this field will 

be available to filter on orders sent to carriers through the plugin. If the Carrier 

Integration plugin is not installed this field will be greyed out. 

4. Select All & Select none - allows you to bulk select. 

5. Batch serial - If using batch serial traceability you can amend as required using this 

button. 
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There is a Void option that does the opposite in case you dispatched it by mistake. NB that if 

a sales order on confirm dispatch had a partial allocation then it would mean that it split the 

sales order into the dispatch qty and a BKO back order for the unallocated qtys on item 

lines. If a dispatch is then voided it will look to see if the BKO is at the print picking note 

status. If it is then it will combine the sales order back with the BKO qty. If the BKO is not at 

print picking note status (i.e. in picking) then it will leave the BKO as it is and put the SO 

back as it was for just the allocated qty.  

 

The Invoice Dispatches option allows you to raise invoices as normal for customers (Non 

Consolidated) who get 1 order 1 invoice. Ticking these will create 1 invoice per dispatch.  
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There are other tabs for All Consolidated, Daily, Weekly, Bi Weekly, Monthly and the user 

decides when to invoice the consolidated dispatches. (at SO status dispatched) i.e., it’s up to 

the user to decide when to invoice the weekly or monthly. They will all be there until they 

do. It will not auto invoice the weekly. This allows control over when you raise the invoices. 

EG at a month end with month end date.  

 

The above is a consolidated invoice. It copies across the customer PO reference and the 

original sales order code for each item consolidated. The invoice layout will group the item 

lines by the customer PO reference as standard.  
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If the Sales Order is Part Shipped, the BKO will be created immediately.    

 

The sales order shows the Qty reduced to reflect what was shipped. The Original Order Qty 

will show what was originally ordered. The Sales Order will show the Dispatched Date once 

it has been confirmed. 

 


